**Abstract**

In previous studies, Self-referential tasks were set in a first-person perspective, which did not allow an examination of the influence of perspectives on the evaluation of self and others. The objective of the present research is to examine the changes in the physiological correlates of self/other-evaluation based on perspectives, by adding a perspective variable to the previous self-referential tasks. The neuro-physiological correlates of the impaired concept of self and perspective conversion capacity in schizophrenic patients are also examined. Twelve first-episode schizophrenic patients and a control group of 18 subjects participated in the experiment. The task was to evaluate and determine the relevance of presented personality trait adjectives to the object of reference -- either self or other, in each reference condition -- under two different perspective conditions -- self or other. The brainwaves of participants were measured while they were performing the tasks. N2 component, which reflects an inhibition reaction, exhibited greater amplitude when evaluating the object in the third-person perspective than in the first-person perspective, and in the control group compared to the patient group. There was a significant three-way interaction among perspective, reference, and subject groups on N2 amplitude and latency. The late positive component(LPC), which reflects the executive function, showed greater amplitude when the referential object and the perspective were incongruent, compared to congruent conditions. The results suggest that a greater inhibition is necessary in both groups when evaluating objects in the third-person perspective compared to the first-person perspective, and that decentering during self-perspective, self-referential condition only occurs in the control group but not in the schizophrenia patient group. This implies that schizophrenia patients have reduced capacity to objectively evaluate self. Greater LPC amplitude during the reference-perspective incongruent conditions compared to the congruent conditions suggests that more active processing of episodic memory occurs when the perspectives and references are incongruent.
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